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Lucid Death
When journalist Jacob Florlen sets out on a journey to find a long
lost musician who is rumored to still be living in the backwoods of
Tennessee, he is both surprised and amazed at where his journeys
take him. By weaving together a rich tapestry of vernacular music,
religion, human psychology, mythology, and American history, this
story tells the tale of two doomed men and their individual quests to
conquer their own demons. One is a young reporter attempting to
reconnect with his past. The second is an eccentric, storytelling
fiddle player by the name of Flannigan Smite. It is a story steeped in
the ethos of American folklore, from the Irish immigration of the
1800s, through the Postwar Era of the 1950s. This is a story that
spans across hundreds of years of American culture. It is sure to
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Majestic Earth Tarot
"Our focus is on presenting material that soothes, stimulates, and
awakens emotional and sexual understanding through learning and
interpreting the Tarot", write the card reading husband and wife
team in which they share more than a quarter century experience
with the tarot and as life partners. Begin with the simple, yet neverbefore-written-about premise- every card and its reverse have
romantic and sexual indications. And whether you're a newcomer
to tarot, a longtime student, or somewhere in-between, Tarot
d'Amour will unveil a whole new way to interpret the cards.

Dream Psychology
Lizzie O'Malley is back with a purpose in life. Still flighty and
unpredictable, she knows that loving and losing Teagan Gallagher
has changed her life forever. As she navigates her new life in Boston
as a full time working mother, she promises herself she will never fall
in love again. But can she keep that promise after meeting Nick
Sawyer, the gorgeous Texan who has fallen for her? Follow Lizzie
to Ireland where she struggles with tragedy and rediscovers herself
all over again.

The Mystical Tarot
Discusses the psychological and mystical meanings of specific
symbols in dreams and provides experiments to help remember and
analyze dreams

Forgotten Dreams
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The Alchemical Visions Tarot
This volume is a primer on Freudian psychoanalytical dream
interpretation.

The Mystical Dream Tarot
Daniel Nash struggles to reconcile his feelings of betrayal with his
desire to understand his life. His hopes of uncovering the secrets
revealed in his father's journals are quickly dashed, and he works
with a private investigator to discover the truth. Worry about his
wife, Sarah, combines with his efforts to cope with his childhood
trauma, an unexpected death, and the recent revelations. His
obsession with the past threatens to destroy his stable life.
Meanwhile, Sarah and her father, Tristan, continue to combat the
lingering discord that developed between them years before but
refuse to take their main focus from Daniel. As he reviews his
biological father's efforts to be a good man, Daniel searches for a
way to comprehend shocking disclosures. He questions his own
goodness as he fights not to emotionally withdraw from those
around him, especially the two people he knows will always love
him, Sarah and Tristan.

Astrology for Real Life
An exquisite exploration of the dark, self-transformative power of
the tarot archetypes from a world-renowned artist and tarot
enthusiast This is tarot deck and book that will help you plumb the
depths of your soul, expose the powerful even frightening aspects of
the human psyche, and teach you to cultivate self-realization.
Arthur Taussig, the creator of the Alchemical Visions Tarot, is a
renowned artist and polymath: a physicist, photographer,
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filmmaker, and musician
artwork has been exhibited in 300
exhibitions worldwide. His complex imagery explores the theme of
the Hero's Journey throughout the major and minor arcana and
reveals often overlooked psychological implications of many of the
tarot archetypes. Each card is presented as a key to cultivating selfawareness and self-realization. While the Alchemical Visions Tarot
falls in the tradition of the Waite and Marseilles decks, it moves past
preconceived notions of race of and gender. It is a deck that all
serious tarot enthusiasts and spiritual seekers will want to explore for
themselves.

Forever by Design
Imagine strolling through a dark wood, the silver moonlight bathing
your path in an ethereal glow. Now is the time to call upon your
intuition and explore hidden realms of imagination and creativity.
What secret messages do your dreams hold? Acclaimed tarot author
Barbara Moore presents an essential introduction to card-reading,
insightful interpretations of each card's significance, and
introspective questions to guide your journey. Perfect for both
traditional and intuitive readings, the Mystic Dreamer Tarot invites
you to enter a mystical world of personal exploration.

Astrology & Fortune Telling
Are some dreams more important than others? Susan Taggart is a
56 year old woman, long-divorced, estranged from her only
surviving child, and recently laid off from her job of nineteen years.
Alone and struggling, she faces a new set of fears when a stranger
shows romantic interest, including the resurrection of an impossible
childhood dream. Can she stop that dream from ruining a
promising new future? Susan begins to allow herself to hope again,
but just as things seem like they're headed in the right direction,
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she's confronted byBook
a sinister
figure who threatens her life, her
dreams, and everything she holds dear. *** Forgotten Dreams is a
simple love story that reveals insights into the full scope of main
character's fears and feelings, including her sexuality. Susan isn't an
epic heroine, and she doesn't change the entire world, but she does
have faith, hope, and love. This first-of-a-kind inspirational romance
is a Christian-oriented novel, but is also sexually-explicit. While sex
is only one of many factors in making a strong marriage, it is a very
important one. This approach to storytelling is intended to
encourage husbands and wives to consider the full expression of the
physical and emotional aspects of God's design in marriage, through
the example of a fictional character's doubts as she tries to
prayerfuly face issues of desire, lust, and trust. *** Foreword Clarion
Review: "Forgotten Dreams is both credible and compelling and the
main characters will draw readers into the story. "Wright has taken
great care in trying to craft an interesting novel that treats sexuality
honestly and respects Christian values. She is a capable writer and
storyteller, and the story comes together naturally, maintaining
reader interest throughout. "What makes Georgia Wright's novel
unique is her attempt to convey a sexual relationship in an explicit
but non-offensive manner, while maintaining a spiritual, Christian
emphasis. Whether or not she achieved that goal effectively will be
subjective to each reader's expectations and personal beliefs. Many
may appreciate the candid portrayal of marital sex, while others
may find that the author dwells too much on the heroine's sexual
awakening, as the emphasis on the physical relationship in
Forgotten Dreams quite possibly rivals that of more mainstream
romance novels." --Jeannine Chartier Hanscom

Seeking the Abundant Life
Decipher dreams, symbols and signs to deepen self-knowledge and
to make most of future opportunities.
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Tarot of the Spirit
They met by chance, and fell in love. But is it meant to be forever?
Callie and Justin are living their fairytale. They are so close to
having the family they've always wanted when suddenly Callie finds
herself fighting the insecurities that she's been feeling all of her life.
This time, the results could be deadly. Can Justin help heal her pain
or will the stress drive them apart? Jay and Jane are trying to plan
their future as they face the challenge of Tyler's fight for the child
he's never known. Jolene becomes the pawn in a dangerous game
until a tragic twist of fate forces Jane to finally confront the man she
once loved. Their fates are set, their lives intertwined and their
happiness in jeopardy. Can they all finally find their happily ever
after?

Dreams of Gaia Tarot
The classic guide to living a spiritual life rooted in Celtic antiquity
and revived to meet the challenges of contemporary life. Druidry
offers people a path of harmony through reconnection with the
green Earth. The Druidry Handbook is the first hands-on manual of
traditional British druid practice that explores the Sun Path of
seasonal celebration, the Moon Path of meditation, and the Earth
Path of living in harmony with nature as tools for crafting an Earthhonoring life here and now. From ritual and meditation to nature
awareness and ecological action, John Michael Greer opens the
door to a spirituality rooted in the living Earth. Featuring a mix of
philosophy, rituals, spiritual practice, and lifestyle issues, The
Druidry Handbook is an essential guide for those seriously
interested in practicing a traditional form of druidry. It offers equal
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value to eclectics and
solitary
practitioners eager to incorporate
more Earth-based spirituality into their own belief system.

The Mystical Dream Tarot
Imagine strolling through a dark wood, the silver moonlight bathing
your path in an ethereal glow. Now is the time to call upon your
intuition and explore hidden realms of imagination and creativity.
What secret messages do your dreams hold? Acclaimed tarot author
Barbara Moore presents an essential introduction to card-reading,
insightful interpretations of each card's significance, and
introspective questions to guide your journey. Perfect for both
traditional and intuitive readings, the Mystic Dreamer Tarot invites
you to enter a mystical world of personal exploration.

Mystic Dreamer Tarot
On the heels of her mother's death, Hope Logan reluctantly
returned to her grandparents' home place in search of a journal that
revealed explosive crimes and atrocities of the past that had haunted
her grandma for nearly sixty-five years. Bitterness, unforgiveness,
and anger consumed her as she set out to solve the mystery that
surrounded her grandma's life. The dark evil secret that was
contained in the journal only deepened her resentment of God.
Because of her quest, she came in contact with many strong
believers, especially a handsome young pastor and three senior
citizens. In that small town in the foothills of the mountains of
North Carolina, Hope's bitterness, unforgiveness, and anger slowly
began to fade in the light of the strong faith of the young pastor and
three senior citizens. She discovered the true meaning of faith and
hope in Christ in the midst of adversity. Carolyn Digh Griffin, a
native North Carolinian, resides in Waxhaw, North Carolina, with
her husband, Hoyle. She is retired from Union County Public
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Schools where she Book
was an Administrative
Assistant to the Assistant
Superintendent. She has two daughters and four grandchildren who
also reside in the Old North State.

At Arms
Sera's Dreams Come True is a book about continuing to dream, no
matter what. The author, a seven-year-old girl, is full of dreams and
believes that everyone should continue dreaming.

A Good Man's Life
“A rich, sensual, bewitching adventure of good vs. evil with love as
the prize.” ~Publisher’s Weekly on ETERNITY 300 years ago,
Raven St. James was hanged for witchcraft. But she revives among
the dead to find herself alive. She is an Immortal High Witch, one
of the light. A note from her mother warns that there are others,
those of the Dark, who preserve their own lives by taking the hearts
of those like her. Duncan Wallace’s forbidden love for the
secretive lass costs him his life. 300 years later, he loves her again,
tormented by hazy memories of a past that can’t be real. She tells
him of another lifetime, claims to be immortal. Though he knows
she’s deluded, he can’t stay away. And the Dark Witch after her
heart is far closer than either of them know. If you liked the TV
Series HIGHLANDER, you will LOVE this series. Don’t miss
Book 2, INFINITY. “A hauntingly beautiful story of a love that
endures through time itself.” ~New York Times Bestselling
Author, Kay Hooper “This captivating story of a love that reaches
across the centuries, becomes as immortal as the lover’s
themselves, resonates with timeless passion, powerful magic, and
haunting heartbreak.” ~BN.com’s official review

Immaginario
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“No Sweatpants Diet” has all the makings of a Hollywood
drama, yet it is a true story happening all across America. It is a
modern day gripping tale of mistresses, mayhem, a massacred
marriage, and a metamorphosis, a mission in recovery, moderation
and weight loss. Weighed down in life by a sea of sweatpants, Pam
Meily shares her own recipe for transformation by facing her past,
discovering the truth in the present, finding forgiveness, rebuilding
her life and embracing an extraordinary future. Do you really want
to lose weight? Do you want to rebuild your self-esteem? Do you
want to believe in yourself again? Help is here. No Sweatpants Diet
is a raw, real, honest approach to weight loss and rebuilding lives.
Pam Meily went from simple living in Pennsylvania Amish country
to a rocky Hollywood marriage in Los Angeles. With marital vows
shattered, she gained weight and lost herself. In No Sweatpants
Diet, Meily shares the secrets she discovered for losing weight,
rebuilding your life, and starting over with an entirely new approach
and perspective. You are not alone. Weight loss is finally possible!
There is an obesity epidemic. The Official No Sweatpants Diet is
the answer to stop the epidemic from growing by helping one
person at a time through a process of revisiting our past, revising
our food choices, reprogramming our bodies and retraining our
minds. This book offers a course of action to completely renovate
and rejuvenate lives. This is the Official Guide to a Better Life After
Sweatpants. The Official No Sweatpants Diet is a powerful true
story that guides the reader step-by-step through rebuilding your life
and losing weight. Learn how to finally lose weight, release the past,
live in the present and plan for the future. The Official No
Sweatpants Diet is inclusive and welcomes everyone to join the No
Sweatpants Movement. It's a book you won't be able to put down.
The No Sweatpants Diet is empowering and gets you motivated to
take action in your spiritual life, emotional life and physical life.
Learn about balancing your own Life Dominoes. If you're married,
you won't be the same after reading this book. This is a book that
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could save your marriage
change your life. You may look at
your spouse in a whole new light. Learn from the author and finally
live the life you only dream of now. Embrace being healthy by
reaching a normal weight. This is no fad diet. This is no gimmick.
This is no starvation diet. This book shares the fact that
maintainable weight loss is a process. Lose weight, move, maintain,
love and live! There is a worldwide obesity problem. In 2013, about
2.1 billion people worldwide were obese or overweight, according to
a new study funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. Being
overweight and obesity are causing a global health challenge. We
need to help each other navigate the waters of obesity for real
change. If you enjoyed the films The First Wives Club starring Bette
Midler, Goldie Hawn and Diane Keaton along with The Other
Woman starring Leslie Mann, Cameron Diaz and Kate Upton, you
will love No Sweatpants Diet. Only difference between this book
and the movies - this is a true story of mistresses and mayhem.
There's only one question left. Do you know where your husband or
your lover is at this very moment?

Eternity
"This book goes beyond simple sun sign interpretation and, at the
same time, cuts through the complications of horoscope analysis to
make understanding your chart -- in depth -- easy and accessible.
The goal is to make astrology available to total newbies but also
provide a working reference guide for intermediates"--

Sera's Dreams Come True
Adventures in Urban Mysticism (AUM) Vol. 1: Rebirth spans a
year in the Life of JMAW, a human+being, as he put the pieces
together after losing what mattered most to him. Years before, he
had been issued a higher calling by a messenger of the spirit after a
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near-death experience.
Despite
this, fear crippled him from
embodying love, and as a result, his choices created suffering in his
life and those he cared about, time and time again. By searching for
a more intuitive, natural, and mystical way of being, JMAW found a
deeper connection in spirit. He did this by praying for dreams,
following signs, interpreting their symbols, and honoring each with
a step in faith. Doing this work allowed him to see the sacred
reflection of Aloha ke Akua (God is Love), by finally finding that
mirror within himself. JMAW was ultimately guided to spiritual
work and has served people from around the world in a variety of
roles, including psychic, guide, and teacher. AUM Vol. 1 explores
all of this and expands through the range of consciousness from light
to dark and the grey in between. This entirely true story even
includes a cameo appearance by the devil himself.

Adventures in Urban Mysticism
Dream Days is a collection of children's fiction and reminiscences of
childhood written by Kenneth Grahame. A sequel to the 1895
collection The Golden Age (some of its selections feature the same
family of five children), Dream Days was first published in 1898
under the imprint John Lane: The Bodley Head. The first six
selections in the book had been previously published in periodicals
of the day - in The Yellow Book and the New Review in Britain and
in Scribner's Magazine in the U.S. The book is best known for its
inclusion of Grahame's classic story "The Reluctant Dragon".

Tarot D'Amour
Reproduction of the original: A Flight with the Swallows by Emma
Marshall

Divining Your Dreams
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This remarkable tarot emerges directly from the mystical realms of
dream and vision, manifesting completely fresh imagery. Pregnant
with possibilities that shine light upon the hidden and reveal new
pathways of understanding, each image--direct from the author's
own dream experiences--is an original offering rich with powerful
insights designed to awaken that which is essential for moving
forward on our journey of self-discovery. The stunning deck and
accompanying guidebook invite you to discover the wisdom and
truth that lie beyond the limited view of waking reality and to draw
upon the power of your unconscious--the insight of your psyche--to
meet life's challenges and achieve your goals.

Druidry Handbook
Our monogram series is available in A-Z, 1-9, varied icons (some
designs), multiple interior formats and colors/textures. [View other
cover designs and interior formats by searching the Series Title or
just the Title, first part or whole.] Product quality is higher than
shown in store-created imagery. There is nothing like the feel of
pen/pencil on paper for your thoughts, dreams, experiences,
doodles, plans, designs, etc. recorded in the moment. Carry and use
this blank book for a journal, sketchbook, scrapbook, field notes,
designs, logs, etc. or any on-the-go needs! 150+ blank pages with
only page numbers. Also includes: blank field title page to fill in
6-page blank table of contents for later reference entries fully page
numbered main matter HIGH GLOSS FINISH for extra
protection on the go See other designs - and cover design-matched
internal formats - available from "N.D. Author Services"
(NDAuthorServices.com) in its multiple series of 600, 365 or 150
page Mega-Journals, Journals, Notebooks, Sketchbooks, etc. with
for interior formats like Lined, Blank / Sketch, Grid, Hex, Meeting,
Planner and others. Over 10,000 individual variations across pg.
count + cover design + interior format as of 2018.
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Laying the foundation and setting the standard for people to grow
spiritually in the Kingdom of God through Ascension in Christ. To
be ?in Christ? in heavenly places, everyone must go by the Holy
Spirit through Jesus Christ's Cross - the Blood of the Lamb. This
book answers the who, what, when, where and how questions about
ascension. Abundant ascension examples are given as well as
especial focus on: [1] Rightly Ascending,[2] Marrying Ascension
with scripture,[3] Angelic Priests,[4] Heart Gateway for
Ascension.[5] No Man's Land, [6] Ascending and Descending,[7]
Corporate Ascension,[8] The Door of the Tabernacle of the
Congregation,[9] The Merkabah (God's Chariot Throne),[10]
Decrees and Declarations,[11] Ascension in Christ Blueprints,[12]
Practical Guidelines for Group Ascensions, and[13] YouTube
Recordings of Group Ascensions.

Mystic Hearts
Your Dreams Can Show You the Way We all know that our
dreams mean something, but do you realize that your dreams can
actually help you? In the Kabbalistic tradition, dreams are prized as
the key that unlocks the spiritual door leading to a path of greater
wisdom. In this rich and unique guide you will learn how simple
and practical steps can help you use the messages in your dreams to
unleash healing, creativity, and personal fulfillment. Kabbalistic
experts Jonathan Sharp and Dr. Edward Hoffman clearly explain
how the Kabbalah works, along with its varied, mysterious, and
fascinating components. These include the Tree of Life, the Tarot
deck, the hundred most important symbols from Zohar (the ancient
text on which the Kabbalah is based), and the numerology of the
letters in the Hebrew alphabet. Following is a comprehensive list of
more than eight hundred and fifty dream images with
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and unique prescriptions to help bring
energy and inspiration to your spiritual journey. Each dream entry
includes: Meaning: An overview of the image's significance as well
as a numerological evaluation and interpretation Tree of Life: What
the dream tells the dreamer about where she is on her life path,
specifically in terms of spiritual development and emotional
relationships The Journey: Practical advice on what steps to take so
that you can use your dream to take you where you want to go -solve problems, explore possibilities, find the inspiration to live more
deeply, and much more Rich, comprehensive, and full of beauty
and mystery, Divining Your Dreams will be a bedside companion
for years to come.

Monogram 1 Blank Book
Five tales of a high-born family and their retainers struggling against
the curse of vampirism. The Dark Wanderer – Two knights escort
a young woman through a forest infested with wild beasts. Though
wild beasts will be the least of their worries. Damnation – Lady
Christine D’Ang goes against her father wishes and leaves the
castle in search of a young man she fallen smitten for. Accosted by a
knight she flees and by chance meets an eccentric stranger. Outcast
– Lady Lyna D'Ang lives a sheltered and privileged life at castle
Perring along with her siblings. This quickly ends when darkness
descends upon the castle. Ambos Thorne – Ambos Thorne, a
renowned warrior, is faced with superstitious beliefs and orders that
make little sense to him. He arrives at a cross road where he has to
make a choice. James Farmer – Tired and desperate, James, a
farmhand, is chasing a heavily armed group transporting a woman.
Bonus Story: Death’s Given Chance – A man on his way to a
funeral battles with his own dark thoughts about life being worth
living. A chance meeting will change his life forever. A collection of
short stories of 31000 words or approx. 124 print pages altogether,
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A Flight with the Swallows
Have you ever fallen in love with a book boyfriend? Naomi Douglas
did. From the moment Naomi met Joe, she claimed him as her own.
Depressed and lonely, Naomi's fascination with Joe quickly turns to
obsession. When she begins to experience corner of the eye
phenomena, those around her start to question her sanity. Needing
desperately to escape the trappings of her soulless life, Naomi makes
a decision that will thrust her into the realms of the supernatural. As
her life spins out of control she begins to regret her decision. What
she didn't bank on was Joe.

In Leah's Wake
Lucid Death is the first work by Paloma Cabadas and is an
international reference for people who seek their own
transcendence. As the author reveals, Lucid Death is the natural
consequence of having lived with lucidity, the discovery of the
meaning of life and death as well as the loss of all one's fears and
transforming beliefs into direct knowledge. In her book, Lucid
Death, based on the experience of over twenty years of research,
Paloma Cabadas explores fascinating topics such as: The
interpretation and discovery of our dreams, premonitions and
awareness experiences. To lose our fear of the unknown, fear of
changes and the fear of losing our identity. To successfully achieve
and evolutionarily benefit from out-of-body experiences and subtle
consciousness experiences. To use knowledge of oneself as a selfhealing method. To explore the knowledge of what life after death is
like.

The Life and Times of Flannigan Smite
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Nothing is as it seems Temptation landed at Special Agent Larry
Newman's feet-literally. Charlene Smith captured his heart after he
rescued her from terrorists two months ago. A failed relationship
and abusive childhood have turned him into a loner and
workaholic. The scars weigh heavily on him and keep him from
pursuing her. So what's a guy to do when the woman he pines for
passes out in front of him while working a case? Battling
psychological wounds from abduction is easier than coming face to
face with the sexy FBI agent she's fantasized about for months. As a
single mother, she chooses to avoid the drama that dating would
bring to her son's life. So she only allows Larry close in her dreams.
Now she's second-guessing her decision. Should she have a
relationship with this man who makes her feel alive just by being
close?

Dream Days Illustrated
Centered on the Qabbalistic Tree of Life, this symbolism clearly
explores the Minor Arcana as a representation of the four
components of life: spirit, emotion, intellect, andbody; while it
reveals the Major Arcana to be the keys to our emotional response
patterns to the symbolic universe in which we live. Includes seven
monthly meditations, individual readings, and layouts.

The Hidden Meaning of Dreams
Tarot.

Hope Returns
One Man's Dream
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This series of messages
is based
on the guidelines for the good life in
the poem of Henry van Dyke. It begins, "Four things we must all
learn to do." Jesus said, " I came that they may have life, and have it
abundantly." (John 10:10) After the introductory message there are
two messages on each of four guidelines: 1) good thinking; 2) good
will (love); 3) good deeds from good motives (integrity); and 4) good
news of trust in God.

Ascension Manual
The Tyler family had the perfect life - until sixteen-year-old Leah
decided she didn't want to be perfect anymore.While Leah's parents
fight to save their daughter from destroying her brilliant future,
Leah's younger sister, Justine, must cope with the damage her out-ofcontrol sibling leaves in her wake. Will this family survive? What
happens when love just isn't enough?Jodi Picoult fans will love In
Leah's Wake - a heartbreaking, ultimately redemptive story about
family, connection and our responsibility to those we love.

The Tao of Tarot
Arranged By: Gabriel, Charles H.

Glory
A comprehensive, step-by-step introduction to the Tarot presents
easy-to-understand illustrations and diagrams; complete instructions
on how to lay out, read, and interpret the cards; a history of the
Tarot; and other features for both beginners and advanced users.
Reissue.

Mystic Dreamer Tarot
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A woman on the run
with her
young son from a brutal partner is
hungry, exhausted, broke and terrified. Then she meets Craig
Roger's, a man with a dream. Can she finally dare to think she can
start her life all over again? Set in the beautiful Turakina Valley in
the lower North Island of New Zealand.

Unchosen
This remarkable tarot emerges directly from the mystical realms of
dream and vision, manifesting completely fresh imagery. Pregnant
with possibilities that shine light upon the hidden and reveal new
pathways of understanding, each image--direct from the author's
own dream experiences--is an original offering rich with powerful
insights designed to awaken that which is essential for moving
forward on our journey of self-discovery. The stunning deck and
accompanying guidebook invite you to discover the wisdom and
truth that lie beyond the limited view of waking reality and to draw
upon the power of your unconscious--the insight of your psyche--to
meet life's challenges and achieve your goals.
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